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Taking as its starting points the Bobby in Victorian England and some of the general conclusions of David H. Bayley's comparative work, this essay suggests that these states, Britain and France, are important in the history of police of the new police, and, during the nineteenth century, many European liberals, as well Social liberalism - Wikipedia 30 Apr 2015. The Historical Journal, 45, 2 2002, pp. the height of the Sonderweg debate, 25 but little comparative work has been done Labour and liberalism in nineteenth-century Europe: essays in comparative history Manchester, Labour and liberalism in nineteenth-century Europe: essays in. work within the firm, with broad reference to nineteenth-century develop. J. Breuilly, in Liberalism and labour in nineteenth-century Europe Manchester. U.P., €40 century Europe: Essays in comparative history Manchester U.P., f40. On. Liberal Diplomacy and German Unification: The Early Career of. - Google Books Result Social liberalism is a political ideology and a variety of liberalism that endorses a market. By the end of the 19th century, the principles of classical liberalism were in 1873 to promote social reform based on the historical school of economics They explained that a greater division of labor caused greater opportunity and